
EYFS Profile exemplification 
for the level of learning and 
development expected  
at the end of the EYFS 

Mathematics

ELG12 –  Shape, space  
and measures

Children use everyday language to talk about size, weight, 
capacity, position, distance, time and money to compare 
quantities and objects and to solve problems. They recognise, 
create and describe patterns. They explore characteristics of 
everyday objects and shapes and use mathematical language  
to describe them.

Explanatory notes

The child uses everyday language to share their thinking about size, weight, capacity, 
position, distance, time and money. The child demonstrates that they understand that  
one quantity is different to another even if they do not know the correct comparative term. 
The child is able to recognise and describe patterns and notices them in the environment. 
Using a range of media and resources the child makes patterns. The child notices and 
describes everyday objects and shapes using appropriate mathematical language.
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Cheri-May has been interested 

in colours and patterns today 

in the maths area.

She took the rainbow apart and 

then put it all back together.  

She used the words smallest, 

medium and biggest.
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Charlie was playing with the cars outside, 
he was pushing them from across the 
other side of the ramp when he went off 
and found some chalk. 

He came back and marked the 
playground where each car stopped.  
He then went and got a tape measure  
to measure how far apart the cars were. 

He told Keira how far apart they were  
but she kept forgetting, so she suggested 
they wrote it down.

Once Keira was ready Charlie told her 
which number to copy from the tape 
measure onto her recording sheet. 

He also pointed at the numbers so she 
was clear about which one to copy!

He correctly pointed to 5, 7, 3 and 12!
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“Look at that aeroplane 

– it looks tiny but  

it’s really very big! 

That’s because it is  

so far away.”

Observation:
Yahya says, “Mrs Philips, it’s fantastic Friday today”, as he comes into school first thing.  
“I’m going to see my aunty tomorrow, on Saturday.”

Observation:
Engaged with class in shared story writing activity. Adult suggested children think of a time of day 
for the story. Yahya says “if it’s early evening it could be six-eighteen p.m.”

Observation:
Yahya is using the pointer stick, pointing to the weather chart. “Today is Friday 25th of November,” 
he said to Mahdi who is standing next to him. “So yesterday was Thursday and tomorrow is 
Saturday. I’m going to see my aunty then. She helps me with my work, Mahdi.”

Observation:
Yahya says “I’ve made a calendar, it’s for my dad and I need to give it to his office so they know 
what number date it is.”

A and J playing with conkers left in building tray. After playing with the conkers, tipping 
them into buckets and beginning to count them, A selected bucket scales which were 
made available and compared quantities in each of the buckets. He tried to explain that 
there were ‘more conkers’ in ‘that bucket’ because it went ‘all the way down to the table.’ 
He was able to identify which set of conkers were the heaviest.

Molly was working in the Chinese Restaurant role play area. Molly demonstrated her understanding 
and knowledge of money through her actions and use of appropriate language. She turned to the 
adult and said “Here’s the bill. It’s 50 pounds please.” She had written the numeral 50 on a piece 
of paper. “Do you have enough money?” she asked The adult replied that she had a £50 note. 
“That’s good” replied Molly “you won’t need any change, that’s exactly the right amount.”  
She took the note and put it in the correct part of the till.
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Desmond is working with Nadwah to weigh the 

animals using a balance beam/unifix. He counts 

carefully as N drops bricks into the pan up to 13.

There are too many bricks so Desmond suggests 

that they take two out. He selects two and removes 

them. He looks carefully at the balance beam to 

see if it is balanced. “It needs one more.” 

He is happy that it balances and counts the bricks 

to 12 accurately. He has a different animal and 

predicts that it will be heavier than N’s. 

He carefully drops bricks into the pan, watching 

closely until he is happy. He counts bricks to 14, 

but stops counting to concentrate on looking.
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Emma and Leo are playing 

in the rockpool. 

They talk about how heavy 

the rocks are.

Emma adds more to her net. 

“Now it’s extremely heavy” 

she says, then adds another, 

“it’s even heavier now!”

James built some towers 

with the wooden blocks.

“That’s even bigger”  

he said, “it’s enormous!”
When discussing 

dinosaurs James 

said “the one with 

the longest neck 

is the tallest.”
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